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Executive Summary
Western Michigan University has had a long-standing tradition of engineering excellence. To
keep up with the modern culture and to maintain that Western will be on the forefront of
universities providing an excellent engineering education, an expansion to the current CEAS
building on the Parkview campus is necessary. Aptly named the CEAS Student Center
Expansion, this project will be a space exclusively for student engineering groups to work in a
space where collaboration across different engineering disciplines will be as easy as walking
across the floor to talk to someone else. Through the floor plans of the different alternatives we
propose, the goals of having a collaborative space will be accomplished in a beautiful addition to
the Western Michigan University campus.
Due to the fact that this is still a very conceptual idea, S3 LLC has been hired by the Dean’s
Office of the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences to conduct a preliminary design of
the building described above. The goal of the design outlined in this report is to 1) gauge if the
project is feasible from a financial standpoint and 2) give the design firm that will actually carry
through with the design some idea of the material selections and quantities that will be necessary
for this type of building. We will present a structural steel model, a foundation design plan, and a
3D Revit model to accurately define what we propose. We will also present a full construction
cost estimate and full construction schedule for each of the three alternatives. And lastly, it is
worthy to mention that the concept of sustainable construction will be incorporated in all aspects
of the design and construction planning, as well as a commitment to keeping this project as green
as possible.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background Information
Western Michigan University, located in Kalamazoo, Michigan, has its own Engineering
Campus called Parkview. This $100-million-dollar facility was built in 2003 and contains over
323,000 square feet of space for teaching and research. The Dean of the College of Engineering
and Applied Sciences, Houssam Toutanji, wants to construct a CEAS Student Center on the east
wing of Parkview. It will be partially on top of the east parking lot and will be purely used for
students with no faculty offices located within it.
The purpose for this is to move the majority of the Registered Student Organizations (RSO)
into this building, which will reduce crowding. Most of the RSOs share labs on Parkview’s
Campus. This causes problems when multiple RSOs are having to meet and perform their own
tasks at the same time. The building will be two stories, with the first floor having no partitions
and consisting of an open floor. This design is to have an interaction between students with
different majors and different RSOs. This interaction will help all engineers understand the
different engineering disciplines. The second story will include meeting rooms, observation
decks, and a self-service cafeteria. These will be used for collaboration for RSOs. A small selfservice cafeteria will make it more convenient for students since the closest cafeteria is located in
the center of Parkview’s Campus. The design of this whole building will come straight off of the
existing east wing. Figures below show a rough layout of the existing Parkview Campus.
The CEAS Student Center will not exceed 14,000 square feet including the second story. All
of the electrical properties are already existing underground that will be used for the building.
These will be connected to the east wing extension.

1.2 Project Constraints
There are various constraints to take into account with the design of this project. The first one
deals with the original design of Parkview. The original plan for building Parkview was to have a
third wing extension that goes off the East end of the building at a 45-degree angle. This CEAS
Student Center must not interfere with this plan. The Dean is planning on finishing the original
extension of Parkview in the future without any complications from building the CEAS Student
Center. On top of this, the majority of the RSOs that we talked with all want a significant amount
of space to work. Unfortunately, we cannot accommodate every RSO and their requests.
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1.3 Significance
The main environmental concern is whether expanding the building will be sustainable to the
University’s standards. It will be adding an increased energy cost, especially with how accessible
the building will be to students at any hour of the day. Sustainability will be compromised in this
situation for the sake of Parkview students. Potential social impacts that could occur are the loss
of accessibility during construction months. The service drive will be closed during portions of
construction, which advertently will cause delays to the surrounding community and businesses.

1.4 Location
The proposed site will take up the existing east parking lot of the existing Floyd Hall building
on the Business, Technology & Research Park at Western Michigan University. The parking lot
is outlined in blue below in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1: Proposed Project Location
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2. Steel Design
2.1 Background Information
When choosing between a steel or concrete
frame for our building, we considered architectural
appeal, conformity to the existing architecture of
Floyd Hall, ease of construction, and ease of
design. The existing Floyd Hall (Figure 2-1) has a
mix of steel and concrete, but the atrium study
sections have a lot of exposed steel, so we
highlighted that as a major architectural theme. The
ease of having steel as a construction material is
immense because concrete requires forms, rebar,
and time for the concrete to set. For steel, the
Figure 2-1: Floyd Hall
beams and columns are already shipped in the form
they need to be in; all that is required is to assemble
them and connect them into place. Lastly, because the previous two criteria point towards a steel
framed building, this gives us as the designer a little break on this preliminary structural design.
So on the choice between steel and concrete, this building will be a steel framed building.
We decided to design a braced steel frame for our building because the bracing is an
important architectural feature that we wanted to copy from around Floyd Hall and parts of the
Paper Plant. We only utilized W-sections for the beams, columns, and the roof joists, and double
angle sections for the bracing.
For this design, we used the computer program STADD.Pro V8i (STD) found on the senior
design lab computers. Inside this program, we used the AISC LFRD code already imbedded into
STD to check for all of our code requirements. We used the AISC manual in conjunction with
the STD program to check and verify that the design the computer came up with was reasonable.
Our hand calculations and summary of use of the AISC manual can be found in the Appendix.

2.2 Scope of Work
For the structural steel design, the scope of work we defined in the proposal was the
preliminary design of the building according to AISC code. We have accomplished this using the
STD program, and by hand verification of different randomly selected elements through the
structure.
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For this project, we did not complete any connection design. This is because the overall
theme of our project was from a feasibility standpoint, rather than a construction document
standpoint. Although we realize that structural design has connection design incorporated into it,
we chose to shift this burden of work and responsibility to the potential steel fabricator and
contractor.
Another set of factors that our only design parameter (outside adhering to the AISC LFRD
code) was that the Yield Strength of Steel (FLYD) was 7.2 *10^6 lb./ft2. This corresponds well
with the type of steel that is required for W-sections. A992 steel has a yield strength of about 50
ksi, and therefore the model will parallel this property.
The goal of the steel frame design is to obtain a reasonable steel layout that would be
implemented in the field. This design had to be practical, as light as possible, and fit in well with
the different things that go into making a building look architecturally pleasing.
However, to obtain the alternatives in the steel design, we set the STD program to optimize
every single beam possible on the structure, to therefore cut down on the cost. What we found
when we did this is the optimization would have three different W-sections stacked on top of
each other for a column. Although the weight of the structure went down by about half, the extra
time that would be required to construct this whole structure would be astounding because the
design is so impractical and costly. The original design, even with twice the weight as the
optimal design, would probably still be cheaper because the steel fabricator would be spending
less time changing the dyes in his steel mill, and the quality would be much higher.
When constructing a new steel framed building, there isn’t much we can do to recycle (unless
you scrap the steel and melt it, but that’s a steel foundry’s job and outside our scope of work).
What we can do, however, to maintain sustainability is cutting down on the costs and time
elsewhere to make the impact of construction significantly less. Having the steel delivered in
flatbed trucks, and then erecting the different members into partial sections that then can be
erected as sections would cut down on the time significantly. Referring to the last paragraph, the
optimized design would cut down on weight, but the impracticality of the design would probably
be costlier and take longer to erect.

2.3 Load Calculations
For this building, we used the LFRD load cases defined in the AISC manual. A
comprehensive analysis was carried out by the STD program, but the origin of the loads will be
defined here. All of the load calculations can be found in the Appendix.
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The dead loads considered in the steel design were simply the dead weight of the roof and the
concrete slab that makes up the second floor, and also the self-weight of the steel members. The
roof slab is a 0.25 feet thick slab of aluminum, and the storage slab is a foot thick of normal
weight concrete. The self-weight of the members is calculated automatically by the program. The
external walls and the ground level floor slab were not used
in these calculations because they are assumed to be selfsupporting. For the case of the walls, the steel frame will
allow for lateral support during wind loads and other
things, but the masonry wall will rest on the footing and the
curtain wall will be mostly self-supporting. To account for
this extra load, all of the external members are a little
stronger than they need to be.
Table 2-1: ASCE 7-10, Section 2.3.2
The only place where live load was applied in the model was the second floor storage slab.
We used the loading from ACSE 7-10 seen in Table 2-1 for a library stack room situation, and
then multiplied the load by 1.5 to account for the fact that this is seen as a balcony. That brings
the live load out to 225 psf. The roof live load was taken as 20 psf (ASCE 7-10) and applied in
the negative global vertical direction.
The snow load was calculated according to ASCE 7-10 and came out to be 24.26 psf in the
same direction as the roof live load. The rain load was also calculated using ASCE 7-10 and that
was 26 psf. Both of these loads were easily calculated, and due to the fact that the roof is a
monoslope roof, no ponding or Canadian snow loads were required to be considered.
For the wind load, wind from all four directions was considered. Because of this, LFRD load
cases 3, 4, and 6 had to be split into 12 different load cases to account for all of the different
directions. The STD program has an automatic wind load calculator based on ASCE 7-10, but
the hand verification was necessary. For this, the building was considered a III risk category, a C
exposure category, and fully enclosed. The rest of the wind calculation can be found in the
Appendix.
Loads regarding flooding, ice, and seismic were not considered in this analysis because the
location of the project is not in a flood plain, we are not far enough north to worry about ice
loads (ASCE 7-10), and Michigan has negligible seismic activity.
For the load cases, we followed the LFRD code in the AISC manual. From some research,
this seems to be the standard to which everything else is based, and because this is a preliminary
design analysis, we didn’t get into the Michigan Building code or the International Building
code.
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2.4 Geometric Design
In this section, we will explain the geometry of the building and why this floor plan makes
the most efficient use of space. Different floorplan choices are discussed and choices related to
the overall function of the building are also clarified.
The limit on square feet of useable
space in this building was around 14,000
SF. After speaking with our sponsor, we
learned that storage space doesn’t count
into this square footage. We also wouldn’t
need to include a bathroom or make the
storage space ADA accessible if we only
had storage there. This means that the six
rolling industrial doors set on the second
floor are the best possible option to store
large projects or a large amount of “stuff,”
and they are accessible by a forklift and an
open stairwell to the side of the storage
space.

Figure 2-2: Steel Frame

To make the best use of our space, we decided on making the overall dimensions of the
building as 90’ by 150’ (13,500 SF). This overall plan makes the most sense because it fits well
into the footprint of the existing parking lot, and will align nicely with the proportions of the
existing Floyd Hall. To keep some symmetry in the building, we decided on 30’ column spacing
in both directions. This gives our steel erectors and fabricators an easier time and will help make
the two curtain glass walls look better together.
In our initial design, we tried having the inside of the building act as a completely open
space. Although this would have allowed for more collaboration among everyone, we decided
that there had to be some intermediate columns inside the building to cut down on the span
length and, therefore, the size of W-sections we needed. To fix this issue, we added in a line of
columns parallel to the north curtain wall, but sunk into the building 30’ as to keep on the
column line. In addition to this, we also added a parallel line of columns from the west wall. This
made the biggest open interior area 60’ by 120’ and significantly reduced the size of steel
required to satisfy the codes. Inside these open 30’ by 30’ spaces, we have now made room for
study rooms, breakout rooms, a small computer lab, and bathrooms for the entire new building.
These additional column lines also give the structure more rigidity and stability in the face of all
of the lateral loads this building may face.
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The choice to do the north and east wall as glass curtain walls is mainly a function of
architectural taste. Samples of this feature can be seen on parts of the Paper Plant, the lobby and
rounded curve of Floyd Hall, and a couple of the newer buildings on main campus. In the effort
to appeal to prospective students and current students alike, this building should serve as
something pleasant to look at, and stir emotions of excitement and excellence when viewed from
the road or up close.
The choice of the mono-slope roof was a group decision after looking at some other
buildings for engineering across the nation’s universities. The advantage to such a roof is that
there is only one side required to have gutters, and because of this, rainwater collection and
storm water diversion would become much easier. This roof choice also mimics the existing roof
on Floyd Hall, and would tie the new building in with the current one.

2.5 STADD.Pro V8i
In this section, the use of STD will be explained in order to define how the program was
used. The use of STD was all self-taught, and some of the choices and methods used are simply
copied from user manuals and YouTube tutorials.
After getting the basic geometry into the model, the initial columns were W12×50 and the
initial beams were W18×60. The roof beams were also W18×60. All of the supports in the STD
program were defined as fully fixed supports. The reaction forces of the final design were then
sent away for the foundation design to occur. The second floor where the storage area will be
being modeled by a 60’ by 30’ slab of concrete. The roof and curtain wall were modeled by a
plate of aluminum 0.25 ft. thick. The other walls were modeled as a 0.5 ft. thick concrete wall.
Note: For the completion of foundation design, these walls were deleted and assumed to be
resting on the continuous footing that will be supporting the perimeter of the building. Although
this may be a very conservative assumption, the STD program would only apply the dead load of
the wall at the nodes of the 3D plate element, and therefore our support reactions for the corners
of the building were in excess of 2000 kips. However, during structural design, the walls were
kept in place and used when running all of the LFRD load cases.
In accordance with AISC LFRD, all seven load cases were used. There was no earthquake
load considered because there is no seismic design requirement for buildings in the state of
Michigan. The loads considered were dead, live, roof live, snow, rain, and wind from all four
directions. The magnitudes for all of the loads were determined by the ASCE 7-10 Minimum
Design Loads for Building and Other Structures. The calculations of these loads can be found in
the Appendix. Winds from 45 degree angles were not considered as this building isn’t anywhere
near a skyscraper.
14

To use the full capabilities of the STD program, there are different things that the computer
must be told in order to do its job. When we are ready to run the analysis, the designer must first
define some design parameters. As stated before, FLYD = 7.2e+6. Then the designer must check
the code to see if the members are in conformance. This is done by STD with the built in code so
it can tell us if there are any members that don’t adhere to the AISC LFRD code. Then there is a
feature within STD where after the code check has been completed, a new member is selected
that is the lightest member in the W-section family, but will still pass the code for the structural
analysis of the initial calculation. Due to the nature of this program, this is an iterative process
and can be completed many times over to obtain a reliable output. At any point within these
commands being followed by the computer, the designer may request a quantity of steel to be
recorded. This will be very useful for cost estimation and construction scheduling. After all of
the desired parameters and commands are inserted before the finish command in the program
line, the designer can select “Run Analysis” and the STD program completes its work.
In the Interactive Steel Design mode (ISD), we can then take the data from the analysis and
move forward with the design. Recall that initially the members in the frame are an arbitrary
section, but the ISD can take all of these things and give us a reasonable steel section assignment
layout. To do this, we define our design envelope as the envelope of all of the LFRD load cases.
From there, we define all of the members that should be the same section for practicality sake,
called auto forming physical members. For example, a column that extends from the ground
level to the roof will have 2 or 3 sections depending on where the column is in the building. It
would be impractical if the section of the column changed halfway up the column, so all of the
members on the same line are sent into a physical member design group. From here, we assign
the entire structure a “brief” (really just a grouping parameter) and then introduce the physical
member groups to the newly created design group. Finally, from this point, we can run an
iterative group design and see the optimal section for all of our members.
The output from ISD is very complex, and if every suggestion is implemented, the frame
may consist of many different sections. As we stated before, the more section selections in a
building, the more expensive it is to fabricate all of the steel. So we looked at common sections
around the building, and noticed that many of the columns and the beams could be rounded up in
size (acceptable but adding weight to the building) to fit just 5 different sections to satisfy all of
the beams and columns. The bracing was kept to one section, with the exception of one bracing
member that had to be upgraded for the sake of a slenderness concern.
Once all of this was completed, the final steel quantities were sent over to the Revit model
and used for a cost estimation and planning for a preliminary construction schedule.
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2.6 Steel Design
In this section, the final steel design will be conveyed and the final quantities will be
summarized.
For the columns, there is a mix between W24×104
and W14×90 sections. The larger sections are used
primarily where the building is placing a heavy load on
the columns, such as at the perimeter of the open space
inside and the outside perimeter of the building. The
smaller section is used for the west wall and the two
supporting columns that encase the bathroom of the new
building. The STD design output and the hand check can
be found in the Appendix.

Figure 2-3: W24×104

For the beams and the roof beams, a mix of W12×50,
W16×100, W14×90, and the roof W14×99 sections were
utilized. For these beams, there was a myriad of different
sections that the STD program suggested to us for an
optimal design. However, making all of these work would
have increased the cost of the steel, and would have made
the construction much more complex. Not to mention that
when the structure is optimized to the maximum, there
isn’t any option for additions or change in use of the
structure.
Another, less significant, reason why some of the
beam choices have been made is because it gives the
façade of the building some symmetry and having the
same size beam repeated is an architectural theme we
noticed from the current Floyd Hall.
For the bracing system, we employed a system of
2L8×6×3/4 double angels throughout the building. The
placement of the braces is symmetrical, and the decision
to go with a double angel is due to the fact that this would
be the most interesting structural feature to look at. As
stated previously, the architecture of the building is
supposed to inspire people, and having a boring moment
frame building wouldn’t accomplish those goals.

Figure 2-4: W14×90

Figure 2-5: W14×99
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For the entire, full detail, steel section layout, see the Appendix
and the preliminary construction drawings made from the 3D Revit
model.
We decided not to alter the structure for the alternatives for a
couple reasons. First, the footprint of the building is a good fit for
the existing site (a parking lot) and we didn’t want to disturb the
grass if we could help it. Secondly, the constraints on the building
would have remained the same; for instance, an additional second
floor wasn’t an option. This means that the only thing that could
feasibly change was the floor plan of the building. Although we
have an initial idea of what the sponsor wants, the arrangement of
the study rooms, computer lab, bathrooms, and lounge areas around
the open floor area is extremely arbitrary.

Figure 2-6: W12×50

To verify the STD program, we completed hand calculations of
a wide range of members in the initial design according to the
AISC manual. These scans can be found in the Appendix, but they
all have proven that the STD program is an effective tool in
structural steel design.

2.7 Design Summary
Figure 2-7: W16×100

Using all of the methodology and theory behind the
structural steel frame design detailed above, the total weight of
the steel required is 332,615.55 pounds. This is accomplished
by using only five different W-shape sections and two different
double angle sections. All of the members passed the AISC
code set forth by the STD program and verified by hand using
the AISC manual. As mentioned above, connection design of
this braced structure wasn’t considered in this preliminary
design.
Figure 2-8: 2L8×6×3/4
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3. Foundation Design
The first steps in designing the foundations for our columns is to determine what kind of
building codes needed to be followed. The International Code Council was used to follow the
foundation design criteria. Section R401 helped in determining the general knowledge for soil
testing and geotechnical design. This provided us the tools to be successful in the design process.
The design of a foundation had to be below 42 inches in depth in order to follow the frost laws in
Michigan. This was an important factor to consider since frost damage can have everlasting
effects on concrete strength.
The soil profile for our site was determined using a site called US Web Soil Survey. This site
was used to highlight a section of land where the building will be built on. It provided the soil
properties for each type of soil at different depths. This helped distinguish the unit weight for
each layer, which will later be provided for geotechnical design. The unit weight was assumed
110 lb./ft3 for all layers. This is because the unit weights were so close and it makes it more
conservative. The chart in Figure 3-1 shows the progression from sand to clayey, then back to
sand. An in-situ testing was done using Standard Penetration Testing (SPT). This was because
the majority of our soil had sandy properties.
This was used to determine N60 using Table B-1 and Table B-2, which can be seen in
Appendix B. Equation provided below. Em was 0.55 because it is taken place in USA, assuming
that a two turn cathead safety hammer is being used. CB was 1.00 since the assumption that the
borehole diameter was 2.5 to 4.5 inches. Cs was 1.00 with the assumption that a standard sampler
was being used. CR is 1.00
assuming that the rod length
would be greater than 30 feet.
N was assumed to be 20 for the
number of blows taken during
the second 6 inches and third 6
inches. The correct N1,60 will
correct for any overburden
stress. With our assumptions,
N60 = N1,60 These assumptions
are relatively conservative.
This provided us with the
index of the soils behavior.
𝑁𝑁60 =

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 𝑁𝑁
= 18.33
0.60
2000 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙/𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 2

𝑁𝑁1,60 = 𝑁𝑁60 �

𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧

Figure 3-1: US Soil Survey Data
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Over-consolidation Ratio and Relative Density
The majority of our soil was sand so we used the equation below to determine how
consolidated our sand was. Pa was assumed a conservative 2000 lb./ft2 from Table B-3 in
Appendix B. Small m was 0.8 since they are silty sands. Sigma z was found to be the unit
weight(100lb/ft3) multiplied by the depth which was assumed to be 20 ft.
𝑚𝑚
0.47𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎 𝑁𝑁60
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 =
= 4.89
𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧′

In correlation to SPT data, the relative density was needed to determine the density of the
soil. D50 was assumed to be 0.2 and t was assumed 1000 years. These are conservative
assumptions. This was found that the relative density was 50.9% meaning it is medium dense
according to Table 3.3.
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 = �

𝑁𝑁1,60
𝑋𝑋100% = 50.9% (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 35 − 65%)
𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 = 60 + 25𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷50 = 42.5
𝑡𝑡
𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 = 1.2 + 0.05 log �
� = 1.25
100
𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 0.18 = 1.33

Drained Strength of Cohesionless Soils
According to Figure B-4 in Appendix B, the friction angle Ø will be 35 degrees. This is a
conservative assumption because qn is very sensitive to changes in shear strength. This is based
off of the N60 and σz found above.
Drained Modulus
Based on Table B-5 in Appendix B, the β0 and β1 are equal to 50,000 lb/ft2 and 12,000 lb/ft2.
This is with the assumption that there is silty sand and clayey sands throughout (SM and SC in
Unified Classification).
𝐸𝐸 = 𝛽𝛽0 √𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂+𝛽𝛽1 𝑁𝑁60 = 330527𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙/𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 2

Loads
The column loads will be estimated from the STADD Pro program that was done during the
structural design. This gave us the loads at every column. See Structural Design for load
calculations.
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3.1 Geotechnical Design
There will be a spread footing for all of the columns that are located in our building. A
spread footing is very conservative, which is why it was chosen over a deep foundation footing.
There will be four different designs. The first design will be for the four outer columns using the
largest load between the four columns. The next design will be for all of the exterior columns.
The third design will be for the interior columns with the highest load being used again for them.
Lastly, the column that is holding up the storage unit will have its own design since its load is
drastically different from the rest of the interior columns. These were taken in sections to be
conservative.
This will begin by first determining the footing depth using design chart approach. The
footing depth must be below frost penetration, which is 42 inches in Michigan. This means that
for all of the designs, the depth will be 42 inches or greater. We will make sure that the footing
depth is greater than the thickness of the spread footing as well. We will then estimate that the
thickness of the footing will be approximately 3ft. This was in order to follow frost laws.
The footing width (B) will then be determined by satisfying the ultimate limit state
requirements (ULS) and serviceability limit state requirements (SLS). SLS will be checked first
since it is normally the one that controls. The larger B of these two limit states is the controlling
one. There will need to be a chart for both ULS and SLS. They will need to determine the
Pmin=42k, Pmax=475k, allowable total settlement (Table B-6: Typical Allowable Settlements,
Appendix B δa=1in), and allowable differential settlement (δDa=θaS=0.72in). The settlements
were based on the assumption that it acts like an office building/commercial building. The
angular distortion was found in Table B-7 in Appendix B, with our column spacing of 30 ft. The
δD/δ ratio will be 0.70 assuming rigid, sandy, natural soils. This means that the total differential
settlement controls, meaning no need to adjust δa.
From here we selected five different column loads that are distributed equally from Pmin to
Pmax. Then using Schertmann's method, compute the footing width to limit the settlement of δa.
Then δa will be computed at 50 and 150 percent, and the footing width will be determined based
upon the loads given for those columns.
3.1A Schertmann’s method (Serviceability Limit States)
For soils that consist of more sand, Schertmann’s method was used to determine if the
settlement suffices. Excel program was used to determine the appropriate footing width (Table
3-1). We assumed a depth of 4 ft was used for the spread footing.
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P(kips)

B(ft)

Delta(in)
3.75
1
5.5
1
7
1
8
1
9
1

B(ft)

Delta(in)
4.5
0.5
7
0.5
9
0.5
10
0.5
11
0.5

B(ft)

Delta(in)
3.25
1.5
4.85
1.5
6.25
1.5
7
1.5
8
1.5

42
132
256
340
475

P(kips)
42
132
256
340
475

P(kips)
42
132
256
340
475

Table 3-1: SLS Chart – Settlement

Required Footing With B(ft)

SLS
12
10
8
6

Delta 1in

4

Delta 0.5in

2

Delta 1.5in

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

Column Service Load (kips)
Figure 3-2: SLS Chart
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3.1B Vesic’s Method (Ultimate Strength Limits)
There will be another chart created to compare the footing width. This will be done by using
Vesic’s formula. This is being used because it is more accurate than Terzaghi’s method. This
will be used for the bearing capacity to determine the footing width. The same above procedure
for SLS will be used except for bearing capacity requirements. We will use undrained strength
for soil in order to be more conservative. The friction angle will be conservatively assumed 35
degrees based on Figure B-4 in Appendix B. Shear strength for sandy soils is assumed to be c’=0.
Since c’=0, there will be no need to calculate any coefficients in the first portion of the equation.
The load inclination factor, base inclination factor, and ground inclination factor will not be used
in the equation for calculation. This is because none of those have a great enough effect and will
be considered negligible. Table B-9: Bearing Capacity Factors, in Appendix B, helped with
coefficients Nc, Nq, and Nγ.
′
𝑁𝑁𝑞𝑞 𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞 𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞 𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞 𝑏𝑏𝑞𝑞 𝑔𝑔𝑞𝑞 + 0.5𝛾𝛾 ′ 𝐵𝐵𝑁𝑁𝛾𝛾 𝑠𝑠𝛾𝛾 𝑑𝑑𝛾𝛾 𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾 𝑏𝑏𝛾𝛾 𝑔𝑔𝛾𝛾
𝑞𝑞𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 𝑐𝑐 ′ 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐 + 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
= 33377 + 1584𝐵𝐵 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙/𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 2

Once the ultimate bearing stress is calculated, the nominal downward load capacity Pn is
computed. This gives the load that would be required to cause bearing failure. Looking at Table
B-8, in Appendix B, the resistance factor associated would be Ø=0.45. A SPT was done because
the soil consisted of mostly sand. Then we will solve for B. We did not include the weight of the
foundation. This is because it would not change the value of B much and the footing width will
be controlled by SLS not ULS in most cases, which is true in this case as well.
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛 = 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 𝐴𝐴 = (33377 + 1584𝐵𝐵)𝐵𝐵 2 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢 ≤ ∅𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛 → 𝐵𝐵 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

Required Footing Width B(ft)

ULS
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2
1
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

Column Design Load (kips)
Figure 3-3: ULS Chart
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The ULS chart above (Figure 3-3) shows the footing widths at different column loads. This
shows us that SLS requirements will be controlling for all the footing widths. This means we will
choose the larger B values from the SLS chart. Lateral capacity is assumed negligible.
With all this information known, we can determine the four different footing widths for our
structure. This is done by looking at the SLS chart and the maximum loads that each of the four
designs will take. These were conservative estimates based upon the chart. Moment was not
significant enough to have any effect.
Corners:
9×9 square footing.
Exterior:
7.5×7.5 square footing.
Interior:
5.5×5.5 square footing
Interior under storage:
7.5×7.5 square footing

3.2 Structural Design (Corner Columns)
The structural design will follow ACI-318 Building Code Requirements.
The concrete being used will be f’c= 3000lb/in2. This is because the footings are not carrying any
loads that are greater than 500kips. The type of reinforcement that will be used, if necessary, will
be Grade 60 steel. Grade 40 could be used, but this will make the steel used on the whole project
more uniform. There will be four designs for structural with the footing widths found from the
geotechnical design.
Factored Load
Determined through STADD Pro for each column. Refer to Structural Design of building.
Slab Design
The slab that will be designed will be laying on the grade of the structure. During
construction the proper aggregate and compaction will be done to help the soil properties
discussed above. An assumed thickness of 6 in concrete will be used with normal weight
concrete. We assume that it will only need to hold its self-weight for dead-load and a 150 psf live
load for workers and forklift. This is for industrial flooring. Wire mesh reinforcement will be
used for the slab across the building. Dimensions of building consist of 90’x150’. This small
added weight will not have an effect on any of the foundations for columns or wall footings.
Those footings were taking conservatively to take into effect a small slab design weight.
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 1.2 �

6𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∗ 150� + 1.6(150) = 330𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
12
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Shear
The structural design will start by estimating the thickness of the footing by 1.5 times the
column width. Our largest column width is 24 inches, so the thickness will be 36 inches assumed
at the start. The allowable soil net pressure will be determined. From there the approximate area
can be determined for the footing. Two-way shear will be checked to determine if the thickness
of the footing is sufficient. The three equations will be checked below and the minimum one will
be used.
𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢
𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = = 5.86 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓
𝐴𝐴
Checking two-way shear:
This will take place by finding d and subtracting any bar diameters. Also find b0 which is the
perimeter of the footing. Then Vu will be computed to make sure that the shear design is greater
than the nominal. The tributary area of the footing will be different for one-way and two-way
shear. βc will be equal to one since it’s a square footing. αs will be 40 because the column is in
the center of the footing. Ø is equal to 0.75.
𝑑𝑑 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 36 − 3 − 1 = 32 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑏𝑏0 = (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ + 𝑑𝑑) ∗ 4 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = (24 + 36) ∗ 4 = 224 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 = 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 347 kips
4
Ø𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = �2 + � 𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 1766.7 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝛽𝛽𝑐𝑐
𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑
∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = �
+ 2� 𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 2271.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑏𝑏0
∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 4𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 1177.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 → 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

The minimum of these three equations will control.

Checking one-way shear:
This is the last step in making sure that no failure will occur because of shear. Vu will change
now because there is a new tributary area that is the critical section. Since Vc is greater than Vu
there will be no failure in one-way shear.
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 = 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 43.95 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = ∅2𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤 𝑑𝑑 = 284 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 > 𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢

Flexure Design
To make sure that the concrete does not fail in tension, reinforcing steel is required in the
four different footing designs. This will start by finding the required steel area from the
cantilever length. See Table B-10 in Appendix B, which gives the cantilever distance for a steel
column connection. B is the footing width for each different design, c is the column width, cp is
the base plate width. The base plate width is assumed 6 inches greater than the column on all
sides. From there the moment Muc is calculated using the load and cantilever length computed.
The loads will be based on the highest load in each section. This being the corner, interior,
24

exterior, or storage interior column (475k,100k,275k,275k). The steel area is then calculated
based on the effective depth (d), and the concrete properties. From there, the minimum steel area
is calculated and the bigger of the two will control how much steel is required in the footing.
From there the ductility is checked to make sure that the steel will yield. The spacing of the bars
is determined by dividing the base minus the clear cover and then dividing it by the number of
spaces needed. This is checked against the maximum spacing requirement which is 18 inches.
Lastly, the supplied development length is computed and checked against the minimum
development length. Ktr is assumed zero because that is conservative. This is to make sure that
the steel is developing. All calculations can be found in Appendix B.

3.3 Structural Design (Exterior Columns & Storage Interior Column)
The structural design will follow ACI-318 Building Code Requirements.
The concrete being used will be fc= 3000lb/in2. This is because the footings are not carrying any
loads that are greater than 500kips. The type of reinforcement that will be used, if necessary, will
be grade 60 steel. Grade 40 could be used, but this will make the steel used on the whole project
more uniform. There will be four designs for structural with the footing widths found from the
geotechnical design.
Factored Load
Determined through STADD Pro for each column. Refer to Structural Design of building.
Shear
The structural design will start by estimating the thickness of the footing by 1.5 times the
column width. Our largest column width is 24 inches, so the thickness will be 1.5 times greater
than the column width. This makes it 36 inches assumed at the start for all foundations. The
allowable soil net pressure will be determined. From there the approximate area can be
determined for the footing. Two-way shear will be checked to determine if the thickness of the
footing is sufficient. The three equations will be checked below and the minimum one will be
used.
𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =

𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢
= 4.89 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝐴𝐴

Checking two-way shear:
This will take place by finding d and subtracting any bar diameters. Also find b0 which is
the perimeter of the footing. Then Vu will be computed to make sure that the shear design is
greater than the nominal. The tributary area of the footing will be different for one-way and twoway shear. βc will be equal to one since it’s a square footing. αs will be 40 because the column is
in the center of the footing. Ø is equal to 0.75.
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𝑑𝑑 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 36 − 3 − 1 = 32 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑏𝑏0 = (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ + 𝑑𝑑) ∗ 4 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 224 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 = 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 169 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
4
Ø𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = �2 + � 𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 1766.7 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝛽𝛽𝑐𝑐
𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑
∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = �
+ 2� 𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 2271.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑏𝑏0
∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 4𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 1177.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 → 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

The minimum of these three equations will control.

Checking one-way shear:
This is the last step in making sure that no failure will occur because of shear. Vu will change
now because there is a new tributary area that is the critical section. Since Vc is greater than Vu
there will be no failure in one-way shear.
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 = 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 3.06 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = ∅2𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤 𝑑𝑑 = 237 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 > 𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢

Flexure Design
To make sure that the concrete does not fail in tension, reinforcing steel is required in the
four different footing designs. This will start by finding the required steel area from the
cantilever length. See Table B-10 in Appendix B, which gives the cantilever distance for a steel
column connection. B is the footing width for each different design, c is the column width, cp is
the base plate width. The base plate width is assumed 6 inches greater than the column on all
sides. From there the moment Muc is calculated using the load and cantilever length computed.
The loads will be based on the highest load in each section. This being the corner, interior,
exterior, or storage interior column (475k,100k,275k,275k). The steel area is then calculated
based on the effective depth (d), and the concrete properties. From there, the minimum steel area
is calculated and the bigger of the two will control how much steel is required in the footing.
From there the ductility is checked to make sure that the steel will yield. The spacing of the bars
is determined by dividing the base minus the clear cover and then dividing it by the number of
spaces needed. This is checked against the maximum spacing requirement which is 18 inches.
Lastly, the supplied development length is computed and checked against the minimum
development length. Ktr is assumed zero because that is conservative. This is to make sure that
the steel is developing. All calculations can be found in Appendix B.
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3.4 Structural Design (Interior Columns)
The structural design will follow ACI-318 Building Code Requirements. The concrete being
used will be fc= 3000lb/in2. This is because the footings are not carrying any loads that are
greater than 500kips. The type of reinforcement that will be used, if necessary, will be grade 60
steel. Grade 40 could be used, but this will make the steel used on the whole project more
uniform. There will be four designs for structural with the footing widths found from the
geotechnical design.
Factored Load
Determined through STADD Pro for each column. Refer to Structural Design of building.
Shear
The structural design will start by estimating the thickness of the footing by 1.5 times the
column width. Our largest column width is 24 inches, so the thickness will be 1.5 times greater
than the column width. This makes it 36 inches assumed at the start for all foundations except for
all interior columns, aside from the column taking the storage load. That thickness will be 24
inches. The allowable soil net pressure will be determined. From there the approximate area can
be determined for the footing. Two-way shear will be checked to determine if the thickness of
the footing is sufficient. The three equations will be checked below and the minimum one will be
used.
𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =

𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢
= 3.31 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝐴𝐴

Checking two-way shear:
This will take place by finding d and subtracting any bar diameters. Also find b0 which is
the perimeter of the footing. Then Vu will be computed to make sure that the shear design is
greater than the nominal. The tributary area of the footing will be different for one-way and twoway shear. βc will be equal to one since it’s a square footing. αs will be 40 because the column is
in the center of the footing. Ø is equal to 0.75.
𝑑𝑑 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 24 − 3 − 1 = 20 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑏𝑏0 = (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ + 𝑑𝑑) ∗ 4 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 176 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 = 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 55.6 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
4
Ø𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = �2 + � 𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 868 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝛽𝛽𝑐𝑐
𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑
∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = �
+ 2� 𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 946.4 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑏𝑏0

∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 4𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏0 𝑑𝑑 = 578.4 → 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
The minimum of these three equations will control.
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Checking one-way shear:
This is the last step in making sure that no failure will occur because of shear. Vu will change
now because there is a new tributary area that is the critical section. Since Vc is greater than Vu
there will be no failure in one-way shear.
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 = 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 1.52 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
∅𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = ∅2𝜆𝜆�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ 𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤 𝑑𝑑 = 108 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 > 𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢

Flexure Design
To make sure that the concrete does not fail in tension, reinforcing steel is required in the
four different footing designs. This will start by finding the required steel area from the
cantilever length. See Table B-10 in Appendix B, which gives the cantilever distance for a steel
column connection. B is the footing width for each different design, c is the column width, cp is
the base plate width. The base plate width is assumed 6 inches greater than the column on all
sides. From there the moment Muc is calculated using the load and cantilever length computed.
The loads will be based on the highest load in each section. This being the corner, interior,
exterior, or storage interior column (475k,100k,275k,275k). The steel area is then calculated
based on the effective depth (d), and the concrete properties. From there, the minimum steel area
is calculated and the bigger of the two will control how much steel is required in the footing.
From there the ductility is checked to make sure that the steel will yield. The spacing of the bars
is determined by dividing the base minus the clear cover and then dividing it by the number of
spaces needed. This is checked against the maximum spacing requirement which is 18 inches.
Lastly, the supplied development length is computed and checked against the minimum
development length. Ktr is assumed zero because that is conservative. This is to make sure that
the steel is developing. All calculations can be found in Appendix B.

3.5 Design Requirements
Through the process of geotechnical and structural design the column footings are shown in
Table 3-2. Moments did not have an effect at all on the design of the footings. They were too
small, therefore neglected in this design.
Column Spread Footing Designs
Corners
Exterior
Interior
Size(Feet)
Thickness(Inches)
Reinforcement(Bars)

9x9
36
9 No.8

7.5x7.5
36
14 No.6

5.5x5.5
24
15 No.4

Storage
Interior
7.5x7.5
36
14 No.6

Table 3-2: Column Spread Footing Designs
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4. BIM and 3D Design
Knowing the requirement and needs of the CEAS student expansion center, the first step of
the project was to decide the footprint and what features
needed to be present in the building. Revit was used to
create a 3D model of the building. This program has many
features that can help with the construction and design
process. The most important, of course, is to show an
accurate representation of the final building design.
Building information modeling is the future of creating
multiple views and sheets allows construction to compare
Figure 4-1: Original Design
the construction.
The architectural design had to be complete for any load calculations of structural and
foundations to be done. The process is almost done in a backward sense. The building and
framing has to be shown in the 3D model before the actual values of the members is known.
Once the calculations for all beams, columns, and foundations are done, the members are
changed to correctly represent what the calculations said was
needed. This means that the BIM model should be 100%
locked in before any other steps for the project can be
completed. This is difficult and rarely takes place. Many
changes occur throughout the project resulting in many
calculations being repeated. Figure 4-1 shows the original
design that our team thought would meet the needs of the
student center. This 3D model is strictly the shell of the
Figure 4-2: Initial Frame
building. Nothing in the foundational or structural category
is included at this point in time. The footprint had to be completed to decide on a beam and
column layout that would be the most sustainable and efficient for this facility. The rough beam
design must be completed for any calculations to be done, as shown in Figure 4-2. Using other
programs and calculations more members were added to
complete the structural aspect of the building, as well as to
support or outline the interior rooms (Figure 4-3). After
these final calculations were completed and design was
changed to better represent those needs, the final
architectural can be completed. This can be seen later in
Figure 5-1.

4.1 Alternative Floor Plans

Figure 4-3: Final Frame

When presenting a project to the client, multiple options
are needed to ensure they can get what they want. This was the final step that we took in the 3d
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model. The architectural floor plan was changed, without changing loads on the beams and
columns, to give three different types of buildings. Figures 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6 show the
architectural design of the three layouts. The lines between different areas in the layouts are not
wall based, but more of a boundary to show how many different spaces are available without
breaking the floor plan up with walls. This type of design makes it easier to visualize the purpose
of each layout. Table 4-1 shows the amount of floor space that each option has, as well as how
large the various aspects of the building are. Some of the aspects of the architectural design that
our team considered was: open floor space, size and conference of work space, size and number
of conference rooms, size of computer lab.
Emphasis

Total Open
Floor Space
(Sq. Ft)

Number
of Work
Stations

Number of
Conferenc
e Rooms

Lab Size
(Sq. FT)

Project Cost

Conference
Rooms
Work Space
Mixed Space

10,987

4

3

876

$3,591,819

12,134
11,606

5
5

1
2

703
925

$3,506,193
$3,373,118

Table 4-1: Layout Criteria

4.1A Conference Rooms
This layout (Figure 4-4) was the original layout that
all structural and foundational design was based off of.
The north wall consists of computer labs and conference
rooms, keeping the bathrooms completely separate on
the west wall. Having the layout like this makes less area
for workspace, having only four workspaces, as well as
having the least open floor space of the three layouts.
4.1B Work Space
With the first layout complete, it was time to see what
was needed to improve the layout and make it more
focused on what was desired from the CEAS center.
Because of the low number of workspaces, and floor area,
it was decided to add a work space, and lose a conference
room (Figure 4-5). Many of the “meetings” that need to
take place could happen in the actual work space area. The
computer lab was moved to the west wall, as well as the
bay door being moved to the east wall.

Figure 4-4: Conference Rooms

Figure 4-5: Work Space
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4.1C Mixed Space
The final layout (Figure 4-6) was easy
to see what was needed because of the first
two layouts were missing. A design must be
completed that had five work areas, without
sacrificing computer lab space or two
conference rooms. This was found in the
third layout, having two conference rooms,
the biggest computer lab, and the most open
floor space. This layout gives the best
answer to all the criteria. The biggest thing
that changed was instead of six overhead
storage areas, one large area was incorporated.

Figure 4-6: Mixed Space

4.1D Second Floor Storage
Given the task to find storage in the building while still having a complete open floor plan
was difficult. Also having a second floor, not defined as “storage,” involves the installation of an
elevator. Both these problems were solved by the idea of the garage door storage. Layouts
“Conference Rooms,” and “Work space” both have six separate, second floor storage units
(Figure 4-7). These are accessible by fork lift, and by stairs to get up there and move items
around. Layout “Mixed Space” has one, 2 bay garage door, on the southeast side of the second
floor (Figure 4-8) This happened so the computer lab in that layout could be extended out the
column line gaining much needed floor space in that area.

Figure 4-8: Separate Storage

Figure 4-7: Shared Storage
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5. Cost Estimate
5.1 Background
After knowing the final design of all three
layouts, the next step is to find the price of the
project to see how cost efficient each would be.
Because the three designs all have the same
loading, structural members, and foundations the
cost of the three will be very similar. The only
changes that would incur between the three
designs could be the material of walls, how many
doors, etc. This is cost, of course, will be small
compared with the overall cost of the project.

Figure 5-1: Hidden Exterior Walls

5.2 Assumptions
RSMeans is a great resource, but there are a few things in every project that are unique and
cannot be found in this book. Because of this there are a few assumptions that were made to
make the estimate more accurate.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Steel Beams: W16×100, W14×99, &W4×13 were not included in RSMeans. Therefore,
the closest member, in size, was used for labor and equipment. The cost of material for
those three members, was estimated by evaluating a size larger and a size smaller.
Rebar: The cost of rebar was not included in RSMeans. Competitive prices were used
after research was done.
Chain link fence: The fence used in the model is to be 8 feet tall. RSMeans only has 6
foot fences. Because of this all prices were multiplied by a factor of 8/6 or 1.33.
Drywall Studs: Because no walls in model are load bearing, stud wall designs were
assumed at 24” on center.
Lap and Waste: For all concrete and rebar calculations 10% of material costs were added
to totals.
Estimates ‘Out of Scope’: These estimates include electrical, plumbing, HVAC, site
work, etc. Because this is a feasibility study, these materials were not included in the
Revit model. To include these in the total estimate, median costs were taking from
RSMeans (Appendix C3).
Location Factor (CCI): RSMeans includes a “Cost City Index.” This is computed over
time for cities and compared to industry standards. Because this project is to take place in
Kalamazoo, Michigan, a CCI of 92.4% was used, meaning the final cost of all three
layouts was multiplied by that factor.
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5.3 Detailed Estimates
The detailed elements of the cost estimate are mainly architectural aspects of this project.
This is because the structural, foundational, and some other features are similar between the three
layouts. The program used to create the 3d model, Revit, can do many things. One of them is
creating a schedule of all materials in the model. This schedule breaks down all materials into
subcategories. With this information it is possible to find out the cost of material, labor, and
equipment for the project. A summary of the cost difference for the three layouts is below in
Table 5-1; a full detailed estimate can be found in Appendix C1.
For each layout, seven items changed. These items were:
•
•
•
•

Exterior wall size – square
footage
Inside wall separations – square
footage
Chain-link fence – square
footage
Drywall ceiling – square
footage

•
•
•

Garage doors – number and
size
Curtain wall – square footage
Number and size of interior
doors

For each of these items above, there is a breakdown of how much each model contains. This
is then multiplied by the per unit cost given in RSMeans. This way each layout has the direct
cost associated with material in their corresponding Revit model. This estimate will be the only
cost difference between the three layouts. As seen in Table 5-1, layout mixed space is the most
inexpensive option. This is because of the different storage areas, as well as the east wall being a
20’ high masonry section that wraps around to the northeast corner. This saves cost because the
decorative curtain wall is much more expensive than masonry walls.
Layout
Conference Rooms
Work Space
Mix Space

Detailed Estimate Cost
$ 1,281,794
$ 1,197,253
$ 1,056,735
Table 5-1: Detailed Estimate

5.4 Common Cost Estimates
The estimates for steel beams, footings, and various architectural aspects were the same
throughout the three layouts. Once Revit produced the material take off list for each layout, the
three lists were compared to see what items were the same throughout. This is much more
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efficient when comparing costs of different, but similar models. These items were: steel framing,
footings, stairs, roof, interior floor (slabs), exterior doors, site work and patio. The total common
cost for each layout was estimated to be $812,444. This can be found in Appendix C2.

5.5 Out of Scope Estimate
The cost of all the mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and other trades is a rough estimate
using the size and type of building. Because the second floor of the building is strictly for
storage and is not counted in the overall size of the building, the two floors were treated as
separate types. The first floor was listed as “Research: Laboratories and Facilities,” while the
second floor was listed as “Warehouse and Storage.” For all of these costs, RSMeans gives a
quarter, median, and three-quarter cost. These costs differ depending on the quality of the
building. The median cost was used in all ‘out of scope’ estimates.
The site work for the building was estimated using the full size of the building, as well as
being summarized under “Office Building – Low Rise.” This is because not every category in
RSMeans has site work listed as an estimate. Under Appendix C3 the total ‘out of scope’
estimate for each layout was priced at $1,345,785. All values for this section of the estimate can
be found on pages 832-835 of RSMeans 2012.

5.6 Final Cost Estimate
With all these estimates complete a final estimate for each project was found. This total was
then multiplied by the assumed location factor found in RSMeans for Kalamazoo, Michigan.
This factor actually lowered the cost of the overall project. A full spread sheet of all estimates
can be found in Appendix C. But Table 5-2 shows a summary of the three layouts (rounded to
nearest dollar).

Total ‘Out of Scope’
Estimate
Total ‘Common’
Estimate
Total Detailed
Estimate
Location Factor
Full Estimate

Layout 1 –
“Conference Rooms”
$1,824,018

Layout 2 – “Work
Space”
$1,824,018

Layout 3 – “Mixed
Space”
$1,824,018

$758,430

$758,430

$758,430

$1,279,869

$1,190,177

$1,050,720

92.4%

92.4%

92.4%

$3,568,780

$3,485,905

$3,357,047

Table 5-2: Final Estimate
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6. Construction Phasing and Scheduling
From RSMeans, a schedule can be easily depicted. It will give the amount of daily output
that the crew assigned to a certain task has. This means if a crew has a daily output of 100 square
feet of material and the job has 1000 square feet to be done, it will take approximately ten days
for that task to be completed. There are a few variations that can happen to expedite the
schedule; if for some reason the job has a very large amount of material, the crew size could be
doubled so that the task can be completed in half the time.
When putting the schedule together for this project only major activities and tasks were
included. A few assumptions about the project were also made, one being that all curing would
take seven full days. However, this curing time could happen on the weekends. Curing is the
only activity that could happen on the weekends, because it doesn’t involve any personnel to be
there. This project was assumed to have no overtime or night work as well.
In beginning phases of scheduling, a spread sheet calculating the different duration of all
activities for all three layouts was used. This can be found in Appendix D1. This spread sheet
showed only six days between the longest layout, “Conference Rooms,” and shortest layout,
“Mixed Space.” Because of this miniscule difference, and the essence of a feasibility study, only
one schedule was completed for all three layouts. Because of this and for ease of understanding
there were only 20 important activities included in the schedule. After those 20 were completed,
a 10-day lag time was included for trades and weather. These were chosen because of the large
significance they hold on the construction:
1. Excavation for footings – 2 days

12. Exterior masonry walls – 25 days

2. Footing rebar and forms – 9 days

13. Exterior curtain walls – 32 days

3. Footing pour – 2 days

14. Interior 1st floor drywall – 9 days

4. Footing cure – 7 days (assumed)

15. Interior Curtain walls – 6 days

5. Footing backfill – 3 days

16. 2nd floor slab setup and pour – 2 days

6. Steel frame erection – 5 days

17. 2nd floor slab cure – 7 days

7. Site grading and compaction – 3 days

18. 2nd floor walls – 4 days

8. Slab on grade setup and pour – 5 days

19. Garage doors and storage areas – 3 days

9. Slab on grade cure – 7 days (assumed)

20. Doors, frames, and finishes – 5 days

10. Stair erection and pour – 3 days

21. Trade and weather lag – 10 days

11. Stair cure – 7 days (assumed)

The CEAS student expansion is a large building, but is mostly a large shell. Because of this,
the overall schedule of construction is shortened very much. The total of the 20 activities above
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is 144 days, without the lag time. This total, of course, is longer than the project will be. This is
because some activities and tasks can be happening at the same time. For example, because the
exterior walls are not load bearing, and the steel carries all loading, the exterior walls can start to
be erected as soon as the slab on grade is completed. This needs to happen especially for these
walls, because they are the largest component to the construction—the masonry wall taking 25
days with a single crew, and exterior curtain wall taking 32 days with a double crew. The crew
size of the exterior curtain wall was doubled so that it wasn’t holding up the finishing of the
project. The doubling of the crew means the price in labor is double, and that has been built into
all three detailed estimates, raising the labor cost by around $100,000 in each layout.
The daily outputs from RSMeans usually give out estimated times for tasks that are not
exactly full days. Because of this, and to be conservative in the construction phasing, all task
times were rounded up to the next whole number. This also makes the next step, creating a Gantt
chart in Microsoft Project, much easier. This program lets the user create tasks, outline
proceeding and succeeding dates, as well as print many useful visuals, which can be found in
Appendix D2 and D3. Using Microsoft Project, the tasks can be ordered and condensed.
Condensing the project just involves deciding what tasks can happen during the same interval,
which comes from experience on the construction site. Once this happened, Microsoft Project
predicted a 71-day project. With the projected start date to be May 1, 2018, the project would be
completed on July 7, 2018.
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7. Sustainability
Taking into account sustainability is a key aspect in our design of the CEAS Student Center
Expansion. This all started with the design of our footings. We decide that a spread footing
design would be most appropriate. This is because of how inexpensive and conservative a spread
footing is compared to driven piles or drilled shafts. Having the exterior and one large interior
holding storage column with the same footing width, as well as rebar type, helped with
strengthening the building. Sustainability was applied with the steel design of the building by
over designing some of the columns and beams. This was to make sure the building lasted as
long as possible. Also, this would make sure that the building’s integrity would not be
questioned for any certain loads or moments. Lastly, we decided to use all recycled material for
all steel columns, beams, and rebar that were used for this project. This was applied with our cost
estimation of the building.
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8. Summary and Final Design Recommendation
The original criteria specified before this feasibility study started were to have: open flooring
space with many work stations or areas, conference rooms available for different student
organizations to meet, large enough computer lab to consume some of the action in the main
wing of Floyd Hall and meet the computer science major’s needs, and, finally, having a low
project cost. These five criteria were given a weight, depending on how important each one was
to the sustainability and outcome of the CEAS Student Center Expansion. The three layout
options were then scored according to those five criteria and weight. Table 8-1 shows the
weighted scored of each layout, with the highest being “Mixed Space.”

Criteria
Total Open Floor Space
Number of Work Stations
Number of Conference
Rooms
Computer Lab Size
Project Cost
Total Weighted Score

Decision Table
Conference
Weight
Rooms
3
(1) 3
3
(1) 3

Workspace

Mixed Space

(3) 9
(2) 6

(2) 6
(2) 6

2

(3) 6

(1) 2

(2) 4

1
1

(2) 2
(1) 1

(1) 1
(2) 2

(3) 3
(3) 3

15

20

22

Table 8-1: Final Recommendation – Pugh Matrix
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